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Sumrr.tiry   "ind   recommpndfit.ioM.2 

1 .     Srtnl]   scale  Portland   cement   slants. 

There would be groat economic advantage, in certain circumstances, 

from the production of Portland cement in much smaller plants than 

axe  currently  used.   (Sect.   1.2)     Such plants   could 

1 ,     he  located  wherever  local  demand for  cement   were 

large enough,   and  suitable  raw materials   existed 

2, bo locally manufactured and assembled, avoiding the 

need for imports and reducing dependence on foreign 

firms 

3«     be erected find  brought  into  production quickly 

4.     make only  a  small localised   additional  burden  on the 

existing  infrastructure  (power,  transportation,  etc.) 

At  present  the   smallest available  plants made   by  EuropHon  cement 

machinery manufacturers  are  vertical  shaft  kilnr.   with outputs  of 

1B0 -  200 tonnes/fclay. (5ect.   2.3)     Plants of  this   size could   be 

manufactured  partly   in local  workshops.    Much   smuller mini-plants 

cf  2ü -  30  tonnsspor day capacity   are under   development  in   India. 

(2.2)     Plants  of   this  size could   be manufactured  completely  inde- 

pendently of  Européen  companies^   and  would  reduce  capital  costs 

per  unit of output.     But  technical  «nd  institutionnJ   problems 

have   su  far prevented the  designs  for these  plants  becoming   available 

for   commercial  production. 

*!•• 

In China more thon half of the  cement  is produced  in small-scale 

plante,   typically  with  a production of,about   100  tonnes/day.   (2.5) 

Detailed information on the  technology usad  io  not available« 
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2•      Limg-bar.ed   cementing    materials 

Much  of  the   production   of  Portland   cement   could   be   replaced   by 

lima &nd   lime-pozzelana     mixtures.    (3.1)     Technology   for pro- 

ducing  these   mater?".-Is   is   relatively   simple,   and   con   be  carried 

out  et  a   very   email   scale.   (3.4,   3.6)     Capital   costs   for  the 

equivalent   output are       very  much  lower   than   for   Portland  cement 

production   and   employment       potential   is   considerable.      Construct- 

ion of plants   could  be   entirely local.   (3.B)     A   considerable 

range of  raw  matariala   is   suitable,   many  of wl ich   are  of wide- 
spread occurrence.   (3.2,   3.5). 

Pthsr cementing  materials 

Other raw materials,   gypsum,   impure   limestones, and  dolomites 

can be used   to  make different   forms   of cement:,.      These  processes 

could,   in   appropriate   circumstances,   be  cheaper to  establish   and 

produce  cheaper materials   then  Portland  cement.      (4.1,   4.2,   4.3). 

Some other   processes   for  small-scale  production uf cedents  are 
under development   (4.3). 

"«      Rrcomrrendations   nn   institutional   sur^rort   needed   to   promote 

ftltern-it i ve   cement numu ,'ncturo    (Section  5) 

To  promote   the   development  of  smell-scale  Portland  cement plants: 

1. Capitol to establish plants ihould be made available on 
generous   terms. 

2. There should be no freight equalisation charge or other 

distortion of the remi cost of transportation of cement 

throughout   the country, 

3. A range of  standards      for cement   should be instituted,   rather 

than one  single  standard,   to allow  for different  levels  of 
manufacturing   eipertise. 

4.    The development  of these    plants      should be the responsibility 

of an institution   entirely    independent of the? large   scale 
cement manu far tu re rs. 
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To promote  the   development     of  lime and   alternative cementai 

t.    The  development  of  ina    materials should  be  the reeponsibility 

of c   government   financed   small   industry  development  organisation, 

whose    responsibility     will   not  only  be   the  development   of   appropriati 

techniques   for   manufacture  and establishing  manufacturing   units, 

but  also   the promotion  of  the  material   to  potential   ui.s>rs. 

2.    New raw material  surveys  should   be  conducted  tu  locate  likely 

•mall  scale  occurences   of  suitable materials. 

3. Some   moans  should  be   found   to  encourage  technically qualified 

people to  work in industries  in rural  areas. 

4. The  properties of  alternative cemente  should form  a part of all 

courses  in building and  civil engineering. 
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1•     Background 

1»1   Introduction:       The   place  of cemont   in  develonment 

Cement,   or   at   least   some   form of   cementing   notarial,   is   an 

essential   ingredient  of   virtually   every   type  of   construction 

in   developing   countries   and  hence   a   continuing   and  expanding 

supply of   cement   is  essential   to  provide   the  inf rastruc ture 

for   development.     Indeed,   the   supply   of  cement   is   much   more 

vital   to   construction   in   many  developing  countries   than   it 

is   in  the   more   developed   European   and   North  American   countries, 

which  are   endowed  with   a   wide   range   of  alternative  building 

materials   -   timber,   steel,   and  high   quality   bricks.     Thus   a 

temporary   shortage   of  cement   in  a  developing  country   can, 

end   frequently   does,   completely  halt   crucial  construction 

programmes.      The   Idikki   dam  in  Kerala   in  South   India   is   one 

major  project   delayed   by   months   through   cement   shortages.   In 

Sri   Lanka,   where  cement   is  imported,   it   is  reported  that 

building   activity gees   in cycles  depending   on  the   availability 

of  the  necessary  foreign   exchange:   the  same   as   true  in  many 

African  countries.     Throughout   the   developing  world precious 

resources   are  wasted  in  half-completed  projects   which   cannot 

be   finished  because  there  is  no cement. 

Thus   cement  must   be  counted  among  the  basic  commodities   on 

which   development  programmes   rely,   with  an  importance  compar- 

able   with   water,   energy   and   fertiliser  supply;   and  conse- 

quently   self-sufficiency   in  coment   production is   always  given 

a  hiyh   priority  in development   planning. 

Until  very   recently,   the   means  by which development  planners 

in  most   countries  f-Mve  sought   to achieve  an  increase  in  the 

eupp.ly  of   indigenously   produced cement,   has  been   the  estab- 

lishment   of   comparatively  large-scale   factories,   on  the   model 

of  those   in the    industrialised  countries.     These   factories 

produce Portland    cament,   and an associated  range  of products 

satisfying   ISO    standards.        The  factories  have been   either 
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entirely  imported,   or  in the countries with    a more  highly 
developed  industrial  sector,   (e.g.   India)    locally manu- 
factured  in  association   with the   European  and   American 

cement   machinery   companies. 

Without   any  doubt   considerable   progress  in  cement supply 
has  been   made,    But,   as   the next  section will  attempt  to 
shew,   this   approach     has  certain   undesirable     consequences 
for  the  economies   of   the   poorer   countries,   and  it   is being 
increasingly  asked whether there   are not alternative approaches 
by which   a  greater  degree of  local  self-reliance,   not only 
in manufacture of   cement,  but   also   in the  establishment   of 

cement  plants, cculd be   achieved. 

Two  alternative approaches     are being widely  considered.     The 
first   is  the manufecture of Portland cement,   or a cementing 
»eterial  of comparable  quality,   in much smaller  kilns which 
could  be widely dispersed, and  local manufactured.    This 
approach,   already   successfully  adopted in China  and under 
active consideration    in  India  at the present   time,  is  con- 

sidered in Section  2. 

The second  approach     is  tha upgrading of villege-scale   tech- 
nology  based on Um«    and pozzolane s in order to produce  a 
standardise^   through comparatively   low-grace  cementing  material 
which   could Berve     ne  a  partial   or   complete  replecement   for 
cement   in a   wide  renne of applications.    This  is  considsrod 

in Section 3. 

In addition to these      two approachee, which  depend on essentially 

the   eeme  rew  materials     as does   Portland cement,   and  are  thus 
of equally gtnaral     applicability,   there are   e range of other 
matériels or technique«       by which cements could  be  made  under 

perticuler local   circuee tancée.     Some of these are little 
known,  end   could   profitably    be  more   widely    used   than  at  present 

in developing countn««.        Such   meteríais  and  ttchniquts  are 

considered in Section 4« 
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The   introduction    of   new  materials   and   techniques   is   always 

accompanied by      un«xpectea   problems   of   a   socio-economic   as 

Wbll   as   a   technical     nature,   and   this   is   likely   to   be 

particularly   true     of  a  material   with   such   an enormously 

powerful   status-velue  as  cement   has   been   endowed  with   in 

many   of   the   poorer  countries. 

Some   of  the   social,   economic   and   institutional problems   which 

have   been  encountered,   or  are   likely to   be   encountered   in 

introducing   new or  different   cement   making   technologies   are 

considered  in Section   5. 

A  final   section,   Section   6   is   devoted  to   a summary   and  policy 

recommendations  for  the  guidance  of  planners  end   policy   makers, 

A comprehensive  list  of   references  and   notes   indicates   how 

further  information on the   technologies referred  to   in  this 

paper  can  be  obtained. 

1 *2    -fisting   ceMent-nroduction  technolopy-characterirtics   and   proli Isms 

Consumption  of  cement  developing  countries  has  increased   rapidly 

in  the  last   20 years   as  development   expenditure  has   increased. 

Even  more   impressive  has  been   the   increase  in  tho  level  of 

domestic  production. 
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Rngion 

Wurld   Total 

- 4 

1966 

457 

1975 

690 

% increase 

51 

Africa 

N,   America 

5.   America 

Asia 

Europe 

Oceania 

USSR 

12 

85 

17 

62 

176 

S 

eo 

23 

90 

34 

168 

248 

6 

122 

92 

6 

100 

105 

41 

20 

53 
China 

India 

11 

11 

30 

16 

173 

46 

Table   11 Comparison   of  do m- s tic   cement  production   1966   nnd 

i?75|   major   region?   and   selected  countrins   (million   tonnes) 

Source:     U.N.   Statistical   Handbook  1976. 

Table   1   (cols   1   and   2)   compares   the  figures   for   1975  with 

those  for  1966  for   the major  ragiona  of the   world   and for 

selected  countries.     In  all  the  developing  regions   of  the 

world   Africa,   Asia,   South   America,   cement  production  doubled 

during   this   period,   while   much   smaller  increases   wert   re- 

corded  in   the   developed  regions.     The   increase  in  cement   pro- 

duction   in   the  developing   regions   has,   in   fact,   been   a   great 

deal   faster   than   that   of   average   per  capita   income,   reflecting 

perhaps   the   prédominance   of  capital   projects   in  the   market 

for  lament.     Sem«   particularly   remarkable   increar.es   were 

those  of  Sri  La-ikn   (up   from  80,000  to   393,000  t/a ),   the 

Philippines   (up   from   1.6   to   4.4   million   t/a)   and   China   (up 

from  11   to   30   million   t/a)     Correspondingly,   the   imports   of 

cemor.t   to developing      countries   have declined.     A  consideralo 

number  of    developing     countries   are  already,   or soon   will   be 
«elf-sufficient   m cement.        Japan  alone   amung  the   mgjor   in_ 

dustrialiscd  nttipna     is   still  a   substantial   exporter  of  cement. 
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Details   of   the   size   and   type   of  cement   plant   which   have   been 

established   -ite    not    30   readily   available   on   a   world-wide 

basis.     However    a  recent      report   on   the   Indian   cement   industry^    ' 

suguests   that    wnere-ir.    the  majority  of   the  kilns   established 

in  the   1950's   arid   60's   were  of   300-500   tonntr/day   capacity, 

those   established   more  recently   are   of   600   tonne--/day  capacity 

and  larger;   although      in   1975   there   was      no   kiln   larger   than 

1,000   tonnes/day  capacity.     However,   in   1975,   the   Director 

of the   Indi.?   Cement Research   Institute   wrote: 

rIt   is   time  to   consider   single  units  of   larger 
capacities.     However,   the  type   of   pl^nt   which 
is   must   appropriate   from   the  viewpoint   of   Indian 
conditions   including   transportation  an.1   availa- 
bility  of   raw  materials,   has   to   be  dtcjdnd.    In 
fact   such   an  exercise   of   engineering   tht   first 
2000   tonne/day   single    unit   plt.nt   has   bsnun,   under 
the   auspices   uf  the   National  Committee  on   Science 
and  Technology"   *2) 

If this   is   indicative of conditions  elsewhnre,   it   would   appear 

that   the  current   trend   in  conventional   cement   manufacture   in 

developing   countries,   as   elsewhere,   is   towards   Jir^tir  ¿ind 

lnioc-.T   l:ilns.      Indeed,   the  present  dependence   of   so  many 

develen ir>g   countries   on  just   a   few   European  manufacturers   of 

cement  plants   m,:-ke   it   inevitable  that   technological   trends 

in  tht;   industrialised  countries   will   be   followed   in   the   dev- 

eloping   countrips   so   long   as   tht!  dependency  continues.     At 

first   night,   the   savings   in   capital   cost   and   energy  costs 

resulting   from  an   increase   in   ;i/e  seem   to  constitute  a   clear 

Cuce   for   this   trend. 

But,   whatever  tlin   advantage!-   of  the use   of large  scalo,   and 

increasingly     large-scale, cernent  plants   in  the   industrialised 

countries,   (and   these  advantages   are  by   no means   undisputed)   ^' 

their  appropriateness     for all  situations   in developing  countries 

must  be,   and   l8    being,    seriously  questioned. 

Problems  associated      with     large   scale  plants  aret 

1 )   High     capital  coat per unit of output 

2)   Long   time lag in construction 

-^ 
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3) Difficulties     over   infrastructure   (power,   railway 
waçon)    requirement 

4) Cost of    transportation  to   outlying.areas 

5) Dependency  on   imported machinery 

6) Low  capacity   utilisation 

7) Limxted   number   of  locations  where  raw  materials 
are;  adequate 

B) Diffir iity  in obtaining capital for new plants 

Soma of the problems are directly associated with the scale of 

production.  The reserves of raw materials required to keep a 

plant in operation for a 30 to 40 year life are considerable, 

Bnd the number of locations where reserves of sufficient 

quantity and quality are found is limited.  In India a high 

proportion of the cement ±s   produced in the south of the 

country, while the largest markets are in the north.  The scale 

of the machinery required to be manufactured, transported and 

installed creates further problems.  The larger the plant needed, 

the smaller the number of workshops capable nf producing it. 

For most countries, this means the entire picnt must be im- 

ported.  But even those countries which have their own heavy 

workshop capability, the unit cost of machinery increases as 

the scale increases.  For instance, in Indiu, according to a 

recent article in World Cement Technology by Bombay engineer 

A.L. Pástala 

"The cost of steel castings, 
materials of construction o 
used to verify this stetem« 
tho range of 2 to 5 tons pe 
a price of R». 0000 (£550) 
ton, the price of heavier 
20 tons and over per piece, 
25,000(£1Éüü) to 30,000 (£2 
upon the intricacy of the c 
true of machine fabrication, 
workshops are nble to deliv 
machine fabrications at Rs. 
8000 U55ÍJ) per ton. Heavy 
within the exclusive capaci 
shops ere priced at Rs. 15, 
(£1250) per ton." U) 

which forir. th 
f cement machi 
nt. While the 
r piece can be 
to Rs. 10,000( 
castings with 
will not be 3 

000) per ton d 
astings.  This 
Light and me 

er  f riirly accur 
6000   (¿4000) 
fabrications, 

ty of heavy en 
000 (£1000*) to 

e essential 
nery, can be 
castings in 
obtained at 

£7G0) per 
a weight of 
ess than Rs. 
epend j ng 
is also 

dium sized 
ate 
to Rs. 
which come 

g inhering 
20,000 

But   for   smaller items       which   can be    produced  by  many  workshop«, 

there is    keen     competition     leading     to  a   lowering   of   price. 
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The  size  of   the     infrastruccural  requirements,   power,   maintenance 

workshops,   railways,     and   the   specialised   skills   needed   for   a   large 

p.lsnt   create   furthe:   problems.      Shortages  or   breakuowns   can 

frequently  result   in   plant  shutdowns.      In   India   capacity   util- 

isation   hap   commonly  been   high,   above   80Í, Lecdune   of   the   large 

demand,   but   over   recent   years   has   been   sevtirtìly   hit   by  coal 

shortages,   power   shortages   and   railway   wagon   «hoitages, 

causing   a  drop   to   12% capacity   utilisation  ih   1974.      In  other 

countries  with   less   well-developed   infrastructure,   capacity 

utilisation   ir-   frequently     much  lower.      If lew  capacity  util- 

isation   in  large   plants   were  calculated   for  at   the planning 

stage,   thiiir   economics  would   look   far  less  attractive. 

Because  of the   large   scale,   high  capital  cost   and   long  time   l?g 

in construction   (between  three   and   five   years),   the   financial 

committment   in   a  large  cement  plant   is   immense.      In  developina 

economies   theie   are   few  if  any   investors  who  have   the  resources 

for  such   an   undertaking,   leaving   the  expansion  of   the  cement 

industry  either  to   government  or   to   foreign   investors.     This 

is  one   of  the   main  reasons   why  expansion   in production  so 

frequently lags   far  behind   demand,   causing   the   almost  univers- 

ally  experienced  cement  scarcity. 

Another  problem  of   growing   importance   associated   with   large- 

scale plants   is   that  of  transportation   and  distribution  of   the 

product.     The   level of demand   for   cement  in developing  countries 

is   typically   such  that  ¿ìny  Ionie   scale  plant   must   serve  a  very 

large   geographical   region.      ine   ?.?.  million  km2   of   India   is 

served   by  53   cement  pini.If;,   approximately the   snme  number   as 

in   the   230,000   km2  of   che   U.K.     Africa     south  of   the Sahara 

(excluding  South   Africa),   an   area   of more  than   16     million 
2 

km  , is   served   by   no  more   than   ?V;  plants. 

Thus  transportation   costs  must  represent  a very  substantial 

proportion of     the price   buyers  pay  for  cement.     In   India,   where 

most of  the cement    travels      tn  district   distribution  centres  by 

rail,   distribution   costs are     equalised  throughout   the country, 
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with a freight, equilisation charge of approximately 1 5fo of 

the consumer price.   This arrangement, though ¿advantageous 

to the consumer, does have the unsatisfactory side-effect 

that it reduces the incentive for new cement plcints to be 

located ne^r thr large markets where transportation costs 

would be lower. 

In many other countries, where railway networks are less highly 

developed and cement must be transported by truck, bullock 

cart, boat or even by air, transportation cntitc are much 

higher, particularly where these have to account for numer- 

ous handlingn and for the inevitable loss and deterioration 

in transit.  Thus the price of cement in up-country Tanzania 

can be as much as two or three times that in Der es Salaam 

where the factory is situated; throughout Indonesia the price 

of cement is above $100 (£52) per tonne; and in parts of 

Sumatra as high as #500 (£156) per tonne.  In oil-importing 

countries, this high transportation element in the price of 

8uch a  basic commodity as cement must be a natter of serious 

concern. 

Finally, the centralisation of production rfc¿ulting from the 

use of large-scale cement plants is entirely inconsistent 

with a policy of regional self-sufficiency.  In most countries 

it is only by planning  and investment decisions at a national 

ecalo that cement production can be increased. 

Because of theae  problems, there is now considerable interest 

in the poijsibility of smaller-scale cement plants which could 

1) be widely distributed wherever there in a demónd 
for cement and suitable raw materials are found, 

'¿) be manufactured und assembled locally, avoiding 
the need for imports and reducing technological 
dependence on foreign firms, 

3) be erected «nd brought into production quickly, 

4) be cheap enougi to be financed locally, and 

5) make only a small localised additional burden on 
existing power  and transportation infrastructure, 
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Such plants    would    aleo   need  to   be  of  low capital  cost  per 

unit of output»    and  economical   in   their  use  of  energy, 

otherwise   the   cost  of the cement  produced  in  thsm  would 

not  compete   with    that   produced   in   conventional,   plants.   The 

•straightforward   scaling  down  of   existing   technology  based 

on  rotary  plants   is-   unlikely   to   meet   this  requirement 

because  of    the   economies of  scale   in  such  plants.     Different 

technologies,   more  appropriato   to   the  specific   reauiretnentp 

of  a small   plant,   are needed.      The   next  section  looks  at  tho 

possibilità Be    for  small-scale  plants  manufacturing  Portland 

cements.     Alternative cementing  materials  are   discussed  in 

Section  3. 
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2.       Small  scale  Portland  cement  plants 

2.1     Background 

The  earliest  Portland  cement  kilns  were  not  unlike lime 

kilns.     They consisted  of a  conicel or   bottle-shaped      »haft 

end  were  operated  intermittently.     Dna  of     the  reasons     why 

shaft  kilns  were  superceded,   eBrly   in the 20th century, 

by  rotary  kilns,   is  that the  rotary  kiln  could  bs operated 

continuously,   thus  considerably improving   fuel   efficiency, 

and making  it  possible  for  a more  uniform  product to  be 

produced.     As  demand  grew,   so longer and   larger  kilns  came 

into  use,   and with each increase  in scale  came  a reduction 

in  fuel consumption and  in capital  costs.     Shaft kilns 

could not  be  scaled  up  in this way,   and  so they ceased  to 

be economical for situations where  there  was a  large  con- 

centrated  demand. 

The reasons for  this have been explained by M.K.  Gergt 

"The main difference betwoen the vertical  shaft 
and rotary types of kiln is  the principle of 
heat  trensfer by conduction  plays   a more  im- 
portant  role than radiation,   whereas  in  the 
rotary  kiln radiation  is more important  then 
conduction.     Heat transfer by conduction  can 
be efficient  in  a relatively  smell   space; 
beyond  a  certain size  heat  transfer  efficiency 
drops  due   to  high radiation  losses.     On  the 
other hand,  heat  transfer by  radiation  is pro- 
gressively more  efficient in  a larger  space 
due  to lower heat losses.     This    basic fact    led 
to  the development of  larger  ana  larger  plants 
beeed on  rotary kilns.     The  vertical shaft 
kiln can  be efficient  with  e  capacity of  as low 
as  1   ton  per day,  and  has a  maximum efficient 
capacity  of 200  tons  per day.     The   rotary    kiln. 
However,   has a  minimum efficient  capacity of 
300  tons   par day and  nowadays   capacities      3^(s» 
3,000  tons  per  day and more    are preferred    ",15' 

Vertical  shaft   kilns  went completely out    of use ,  until the 

1930*s when,   eccording  to Garg,   certain   limitations       and 

problems of large-scale rotary kiln   planta     lad to the revival 

of  interest.     New designs with    continuous,   as   opposed to 
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batch  operation   were   developed.     These  kilns  were widely 
used  in  Germany    during    the  second world  war,   and  have 
continued  to be    used   in  Europe  for a  small  proportion of 
the cement   produced.        Approximately  5% of  world  cement 
output   (including   the  People's  Republic  of  China  which 
will  be  discusred  below)   is  today produced   in vertical 
shaft  kiinii. 

Because of the heat  transfer principle used,   these kilns 
tend  to  have  lower  fuel  consumption  than rctary  kilns,   A 
recent  report on  the  European cement  industry   (6)   gives 
average specific  fuel consumption for the  main processes 
used   (Table  2). 

Representative  Energy  Consumption  (Fossil  Fuel Only)* 

Process kcal/kcj  Cement 

Dry   (long kiln) 860 

Wet   (long  kiln) 1300 
Semidry   (groat preheater,  Lepol type)            850 
Dry  (suspension preheater) 790 
Shaft  kiln 750 

•Electricity  consumption of    100  kWh/metric 
ton of cement  is  not  included  in these 
figures. 

Table  2.    Representative en&rgy consumption   (fossil fuel only) 
of common processes of cement manufacture in Europe, 

Source»       NATÛ/CCMS-46,   197C 

It io this lower fuel consumption whioh enables vertical shaft 
kilns to remain competitivo with rotary kilns in spite of th« 
difference  in   scale   of  operation, 

Thoro are  differing views    both on the  scale  and on the  tech- 
nology  beet      suited to email   Furtland cement  plants  in dev- 
eloping    countries. Some    recent    work  is  summarised in the 
following Beetion. 
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2.2        Indian  rinvi:-bornent      i-.Ork   nn   small-scale   verticil   shaft   kilnr. 

Between 1965 ¿md 1970, Dr. M.S. Iyengar working at the 

Regional Research Laboratory, Jorhat, Assam, developed 

designs for small shaft kilns with capacities of 2, 30 

and  100  tonnes   per   day.     Pilot  kilns   of   2   and   30   tonnes 

par  day    were  installed. 
(7) ised  as   follows . 

The  technology   has   been   tu-mar- 

limestone,   clay   and  coal,   after   primary   crushing, 
are  proportioned   and   finely  ground   either   in   a 
ball mill   and   then   nodulised   in   a   disc   naduliser. 
The  nodules   then   fall   by  gravity   into   the 
vertical   shaft   kiln.     The   kiln   itself   is   div- 
ided  into   two   portions  -   the  conical   portion   at 
the  top   which   is   the   clinkrr   formation   zone   and 
the  cylindrical   portion  at   the  bottom  which   is 
the  heat   exchange   zone,     As   the   nodules   ti'-^vc-l 
downwards   in   the  conical  portion,    they   come   in 
contact   with   the   pre-neated   air.      The   fuel   in 
the  nodules   ignites,   providing   the   necessary   heat 
for  clinker   formation.     And   by   the   timo   the   mat- 
erials   leave   the   conical  portion   and   enter   the 
cylindrical  portion,   they  have   already   been   con- 
verted   into  cement.     The  clinkers   are   discharged 
through   the   rotary   grate  and   an   air-locking   dis- 
charge  gate,   admixed   with   gypsum   and   finely 
ground   in   tube-mill   to   give   Portland   cement,   con- 
forming   to   Indian   Standards   Specifications,   both 
in  chemical  and   physical  characteristics. 

These modern  kilns  have the   following   features: 
(i)   the    feed   is   in   the  form   of  uniform   nodules; 
(ii)   since    the   raw  mea]   has   the   fuel   interground, 
fuel    efficiency     is   high;   (iii)   clinker   formation 
which    IB mainly   a   sintaring   operation,   is   con- 
fined to    the   top   portion of  the   kiln;   (iv)   the 
lower portion     of   the  kiln  acts   as   a  heat   exchanger 
where the    sensible  heat of   the clinket is   recovered 
by the    an;   (v)   air   for combustion   is   supplied 
through    rotary    r/rate  at  the  bottom  of  thv  kiln 
by  a  blower;       (vi)    clinker    discharge       is   controlled 
by   the rotary     grate  and   (vii)   the   clinkers   ob- 
tained    are    porous   and   need   less   energy   for   grinding, 
All   these    improvements      have   led   to   a   fuel   effici- 
ency    as high    as   75Ü  K  cal/kg  of  clinker   against 
about  7ÜD-2,0OO   K  cal/kg   for  rotary  kilns.     Thu 

have  a much  bigger  output   per 
the    conventional   rotary   kilns   - 

per    day   ppr  cubic   metre   against 
0.5   tons    (wet    process)      to   1.3  tons   (dry  process) 
for   rotary    kilns.        They  are   simple   in  construction 
nnd   can    be    installed    in   less   than  one  year. 

shaft kilns also 
cubic metre than 
2.3 to 2.4« tons 
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Some   of      the  ( *her    advantages   of   the   shaft   kilns 
are   that   + hey    occupy   only   about   1/   7th   the 
apnee    fo'     lotvy   kilns.       The   kiln-,   can operate 
on   solid   fuel    with   a   hiuh   ash   content,   even   as 
high   as   50    pei  cent.      They   can   work  on  a   variety 
of  wastes   like    press   mud   waste   from  the   >;uoar 
industry,   lime   sludge   from   the   paper   indr.utry   or 
acetylene   sludge.      Besides,    they  can  be   located 
in   areas   where   transport   bottlenecks   present   the 
Betting   no   of   large   niants.      Alna,   they   can   be 
located   near   potential   markets   saving   transport- 
ation   and   packaging   costs. 

In   1965,   the   U.P.   State  Planning   and  Action Research   Institute 

decided   to   design,   build  and   operate  a  25   tunne/day  plant   in 

which   the  design  of   future   commercial plants   could   be   based. 

The  work  was   directed   by  M.K.   Garg,   PRAI   Rural   Indus-tries 

Specialist,      The   design  is   in   many   respects   similar   to   the 

Jorhat   design,   based  on  a   disc   noduliser  feeding   a   vertical 

ehaft   kiln.     ThB   kiln   was   designed   to  use  as   raw   material  a 

mixture  of   knnkar   (impure   secondary   limestone   found   in   the 

plains  of   northern   India)   and   rock  limestone.      Fuel   is   coke 

breeze  with   some   coal   added. 

Pioduction   trials   took   place   in   1970/71   during   which  10,000 

tonnes   cf  cernen L  was   produced   most   of  which  satisfied   the 

Indian  Standards   Institution   specification  for   Portland  cement, 

except   for  expansion   ratio,   which   was  somewhat   high.      After  a 

lapse  of   five   years,   further   work   to  develop   this   design has 

now   (1979)   been   initiated,   again   under  the  direction of M.K. 

Garg,   working  with  the   Approp ciate   Technology   Development 

Association   IATDA)   of  Lucknow. 

A   third  similar  project   is   that   of  the  India Cement  Research 

Institute  at  Tiiuchirapalli   in   Tamil Nadu where   a   30  tonne/day 

plant  has  been    developed.( G *      None  of  these projects  has so far 

led to   the  establishment  of   a   commercial small-aculo  production 

plant  in  India. 
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2.3        Mcdicim-r.calu   vertical     sh.îft   kilnq 

During 1976,  cement consultant Harold Boeck undertook  a 
mission  for UNIDO whose main aims weret 

1, To   organise     and  undertake  an exploratory 
mission     to producers  of equipment  for  shaft 
kilns  and cement manufactures  experimenting 
or    working  with  shaft  kiln installations. 

2. To make observations  and recommendations on 
the requirements  for  the establishment  of 
•häft  kiln pilot plant installations. 

Boeck   *''  recommended  the use of vertical shaft  kilns with 
•  size considerably largor  than the  Indian designs described 
above.    He proposed a  plant  with an annual output of  80,000 - 
12,000  tonnes,   from  two  conventional shaft  kilns  of  about 
1B0 to 200 tonnes/day or alternatively one kiln working on 
the  newly developed REBA process.     Such a plant would bo 
large enough to  take  advantage of highly developed existing 
kiln designs yet small  enough to be fabricated  locally and to 
moke substantial  savings  through  standardisation.    He lists 
the  advantages  of a  vertical  shaft  kiln  installation  as  follows\ 

(a) Substantial  savings   in space) 
(b) Simple  construction  with  no heavy castings; 
(c) Fewer   problems     with  otarting  and  stopping; 
Id)  High degree  of reliability due  to the durability 

of    refractory     bricks { 
(e) The   kiln  and   cooler  are  an  integrated  unitj 
(f) Low-alkali    clinker  could  be produced; 
(g) A high degree       of  do-it-yourself  construction  could 

be   developed    which  is important  in order to bring 
down   the  total investment cost. 

Boeck points out  that  conventional shaft kilno may not be 
suitable for all    raw       materials,   as  high  strength pellets  are 
essential;  alsc  that  for the  conventional plants low volatile 
fossil   fuel   would  need  to be  used.     The REBA proceas,   however 
enables a  shaft    kiln  to be oil fired. 
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He also    warno that    the use of  small-scale cement  plants  may 

meet with    opposition    from large-scale cement producers  as  a 

notwork of   shaft,   kilns   in soma  areas could create  competition 
for    their markets* 



2.4 The corr.p-ict  ^emcn-t niant 

A different approach is suggested in a recent article in 

World Cement Technology by the Indian Bngineer A.L. Pastalaf10' 

Pástala rerocniHen  the need for small cement plants in order 

to achieve dispersal of industrial activity for local economic 

development.  He argues, rror>.over, that in developing countries 

the smaller the plant, the lower the unit cert, because of the 

increased competition among the much larger number of work- 

shops able to produce it. 

He does not, however, accept that the vertical shaft kiln is 

the answer, except at the level of what he calls the mini-plant 

Of 10 to 50 tonnes per day.  Above 100 tonnes per day, he 

argues that it has major disadvantages. 

wNodulis;*tion cf cement raw mix and fuel (coke 
breeze only can be used and this normally has 
to be brought from steel plants at comparatively 
high cost, when compared to low/medium grade 
coals normally used in the cement making process) 
in the correct proportion  ir; necessary for 
chorging the nodules to the vertical kiln. 
This process requires additional equipment and 
auxiliaries which increase costs.  Adequate 
control of the burning process, once thfi nodules 
aro charged to the kiln (to achieve uniformly 
burnt clinker) is difficult to achiavt in a shaft 
kiln and results in en uneven quality of clinker 
which after selective screening does not produce 
a good quality clinker cement.  In view of the 
additional  equipment necessary in a shaft kiln 
plant the operational costs are also relatively 
higher when compared with an 5P kiln system". 

Pástala proposas a 'compact' plant of 150 tonnes per day 

capacity, with a rotary suspension preheater kiln, using the 

dry process of manufacture.  The kiln would be fired by pul- 

verised coal.  Produced process details, economies, arid 

manpower requirements  for Indian conditions are given. 
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2,5       fgrcent   production   ig   the   People's   Republic   of  Chin* 

According   to  Sigurdson   (11).   m0Xe   than  half of China's   cement 

is   produced   in   small-scale   plants.      The   standard  design   for 

such   a  plant   has   an   annual   production   of   32,000  tonnes, 

approximately   100  tonnes/day.     The   technology is  described 
as  follows: 

1. the feed   is  uniform  nodules  obtained  from  a   simple 
disc  nodulizer 

2. the   kiln  is   fed  more or  less   continuously  by  a   team 
of men  working  on  the  top  of  the  kiln 

3. clinker  formation  is  confined  to   the  upper  portion 
of the   kiln 

4. draught is usually  induced   and   heat   exchange   takes 
place  in  the   lower  portion  of  the  kiln 

5. clinker  discharge  is   usually   discontinuous 

6. fuel  economy  is  good  because 

«.     fuel   is   being   intergrcund   into   the  nodules 
b.     there  is   efficient   heat   exchange  within  the   kiln 
C     and   porous   clinkers,   which   need  less  energy   for 

grinding 

Chinese cement  production will bo discussed  further  in  2.7. 

2,6      £co"C""ic  connirinr*+innp8   Comparison  of   striai;   and  largB-RC,iJP 
Pianos. 

Operating  economics  based on  long-term  production experience 

•re  not  available  for  small  plants   in  developing countries. 

Much  of  the economic  data   available   is   therefore tentative. 

Because of   the production  experience  at   former  PRAI   plant  at 

Lucknow the   projected  economic  data   for  the ATDA  25  tonne/day 

kiln is   the most  reliable  available.     Overall  economic 

data  for this   plant   has  been compared  with  the  economic  data 

given  for a     1200 tonnes  per day  plant  of  the  type which  the 

Cement  Corporation of  India are  currently   installing.      Costs 

for   the  25   tenne/day plant  are  at   1977   prices,   thoi«  for   the 

1200   tonne/day  plant   are  at  1975   prices. 
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6. 
9. 
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Annual   production   (tons) 
Capital   investment' 
Capital   investment 
per  worker 
Capital per unit of 
output 
Jobs   par   fis   million 
invested 
Ratio   cf   5   above 
Jobs  per   thousand 
tons   produced 
annually 
Ratio  of   7  above 
Population  supplied 
by  one   plant 
Raw  material  reserve 
required   by one  plant 
(40  years   output) 
tons 

25  tpd 
vertical  sh aft 

1 ,200  tpd 
rotary 

8,000 
Rs  2.5  mill ion 

340,000 
ha   240  million 

Rs   48,000 Rs   381,000 

RB  312 RB  706 

21 
B.OBH 

2.6 

6.5 
3.51 si 

1.84 

250,000 

496,000 

11   million 

24 million 

Table  3.     Economic  comparison of  small  and   large  scale 
cement  plants  in  India. 
Sourcet   ITDG 

Production  costs are  such that,  with an  equivalent   selling 

price   (including  packing  and  transport)   the  return  on  capital 

for  the  2  plants  would  be  approximately   the   r,ame.   In  practice 

however  it   is   envisaged  that  cedent  from  tho   25   tonne  a  day 

plant   would   be    bought  unbagged  straight   from   the  silo  with 

Customers  providing  their own  transport,   and  conssquently 

the  selling  price  will  be  lower  by  some   25#  than  bagged  cement 

from the  largo  plant. Other  economic comparisons  are  shown  in 
Table  3. 

The economic  «avantages of  the  small  plant   as  compared  with 

a  large  rotary  kiJn  plant,   for  India  conditions  have  been 

eummarised  by  Garg   (12)   as  follows i 

a.     Lower capital  investment per  ton  annuel 
cement production   (40-50$ of that  required 
in  large rotary  kiln plants).     This   is  a 
vary   important  factor as  capital costs 
account  for about 50* of  the cost  of  pro- 
duction in  a large  rotary  plant. 
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b. Lower    fuel   cost per   ton   of  cement  produced, 
due     to utilisation   of     cheaper  quality   coal 
or     coke and   slightly   lower   fuel  consumption 
than  average   rotary   kilns. 

c. Electric   power consumption  no  greater   than   in 
large   rotary  plants. 

d. Lower   consumption  of   grinding   media   and   kiln 
refractories   than   in  large-scale rotary   plants. 

e. Lower  transport   and  distributive costs   due   to 
proximity   of  consumer   market   and  possibility 
of  selling   unpacked   cement   to  local   consumers 
(for   very   small  plants).      This   is   important, 
as   packing,   transport   and   distribution   account 
for   about   25%  of  the cost   to   the consumer   of 
cement   produced  by  large   rotary  plants   (in   India). 

f. Simpler   machinery  of  small   plants  allows 
quicker   development   of   machinery  manufacturing 
capacity   due   to  possibility  of   using   less 
sophisticated,   le^s   caprai   intensive   workshops. 

g. Simpler   machinery  allows   quicker  spread   of 
know-how  among  less   skilled   personnel   -   very 
importent   in  developing   countries. 

h.     Lower  spares   and maintenance  costs than   in 
large-scale   rotary  plants,   due   to  simpler 
machinery   and   smaller  inventory  of -psre  parts. 

i.     Greater   flexibility  in  rate  of   production   to 
meet   fluctuating  demand   due   to  lower   costs   of 
Shutting   down   and  starting   up   and  possibility 
of  operating   several   kilns   in  parallel. 

j.     Capability  of  producing   from   the   same   kiln 
a  variety  of   different  cementitious products 
to   suit   .local  needs, 

k.     Quicker   installation  and   runninq-in of   new 
plant»   (one   year  as  against  five  years   for 
a  rotary  plant   in   India)   which   improves   c.ïsh 
flow  and   makes  quick   build   up  of production 
possible   (as   in  China). 

1.     Small     plants    ran     utilise   small   reserves   of 
calcareous      materials       that   are   widely   scattered 
throughout       many  countries   but  cannot   bo   utilised 
by large  plants, 

m.     ¿mall     plants    allow      dispersal  of  production   in 
rural  areas,       creating better  balance   of 
regional  development. 

n.     3mall   plants,     being     leas       capital-intensive   creato 
more    employment     per      unit     of   jnv.rtmen L   -   an 
important       consideration in   Uevulopinr,   ClJU „ tr J nr.. 
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There appear,    howevei   »   to   be  institutional  factors  which 

have  so  far    inhibited the commercial  development  of 

small-scale  cement  production  in   India,   in  spite  of  the 

advantages  claimed  for  it,   and   in   spite  of  the   intensive 

experimentation of the  last  ten  years.     This  will  be  dis- 

cussed  in  th«  next  section. 



.Comparison  of   Indian  and   Chines e   expérience 

According  to  official  statistics,   during  the   years 1965-75 

cement   production   in  China  more   than   tripled  from ] 5 

million   to  about   48   million  tons.     Jon  Sigurdson   (11)   stati 

that   more  than   half of  this   total,   28.3m.   tonnes  in  1975 

is   produced   in   small   shaft   kilns,    aspersed      in   the  rural 

areas   ,   the   number  of which has   increased   frow  2Q0   in  1955 

to  2,800  in  1975.      Such  plants   whose  average   capacity is 

approximately   10,000  tonnes/year   have  now  been set up  in 
over   80# of all   countries. 

Over   the  same period,   cement production in   India increased 

far more  slowly,   from 11 million   to  16  millxon  tonnes. 

Although   during   this   period  there  were   a  number of experi- 

ments   with  small-scale   production  using  shaft   kilns  the   whole 

of India's production  continues   to   be   from   rotary   kiln plants, 

ranging   in  size   from  the rather   small  20.0CO   tonne/year 

capacity   plant  at   Srinagar  to   ACC's  very large  1,080,000 

tonne/year Jamul   plant.     It  is   interesting    to consider   the 

reasons   for the  differences between the  two   countries in 
their   choice of   technology. 

First,   it  is probable  that small-scale   plante    have been  used 

by China  primarily   for  reasons  of  development      policy rather 

than  of  production   economics.     Chinese   policy    is   to decentralise 

production and   to   create  rural   self-sufficiency      wherever 

possible.     Such  a   policy   favours   small   cement    plants  in  rural 

agricultural areas,   built  with  capital   raised it     county  or 

commune  level,   with  equipment  built  in   local    workshops  and 

with   a   locally  trained workforce.    Por    the    largar   demand  of 

the  cities,  large plants are still   used. 

Secondly,   China's  policy of decentralised production is 

encouraged by a much   less well-developed   transportation       net- 

work   than   India  has.     In China,   in   order   to    reach   district 

centres,   cement  from  large centralised   plante      would frequently 

need  to   be transported by road,   and    transport would     odd  greatly 
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to  the price of cement.   In  India,   on  the  other  hand,   the 

extensive    ra.lwny    system enables  cement   to be  transported 

cheaply   all  over   the  country. 

Thirdly,   India's  national policy  on  cement production  has, 

over  the   last  20  years,   been  greatly   influenced  by  the 

large-scale  cement manufacturers.        These  large   manufacturers 

ere unlikely to  welcome  the  competition   in cement  production 

which  the   availability   of  small  plants   cheap  enough   to  be 

owned  and   run by  small   entrepreneurs   would bring   about.   This 

must  be  an  important  contributory  reason  why there  are  not 

yet  any  small-scale   cement plants   in   India. 

Fourthly,   India's   freight equalisation  system reduces  the 

economic  benefit   from   the establishment   of  small   plants.     One 

of the  strongest  arguments  in  favourof  small plants  is  that 

they  enable  raw materials  near  to  markets   to be   exploited, 

thus  reducing  transportation  costs.     A   national   freight 

equalisation   system  eliminates  this   potential  advantage. 

A fifth  difference  between  India and  China  is  in   the standard? 

adopted  for cement  quality.     In China,   there are   six classes 

of cement,   with   compressive strength  ranginq from  200  to  600 

kg/cm"   (20  to  60N/mn/).     For different  types  of  construction, 

different   enments  may  be  used.     Most   small  plants   are  said   to 

produce  cement  class  400   (400  kg/cm   )   which could   be  used  for 

most   rural  construction,   though  Sigurdson   (11)   suggests   that 

these claims  moy  bo overstated.     But   the  range  of  standards 

BVfiilable  ensures   that  whatever  cement  is  produced  can  find 

Eorne  use,   For projects   requiring  higher  quality  cement  than 

the  local   plant   could  produce,   the  cement   would   have to bo 

imported  from plants  elsewhere. 

In  India,   by conlrftst,   there  is only   a  single  standard   for 

Portland  cement,   and  if  a plant  does   not   produce   cement   fully 

satisfying   this standard        the cement cannot be  sold  for    general 

use.     A  major   reason    for     the    abandonment     of the  FRAI's  Lucknew 

plant   (section  2.2)  although    it    produced      a   cement   very 
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acceptable   for   most  purpose«,  was that   it  failed,  on occ- 

asions    to   satisfy    the expansion ratio  test apocifisd in 

the standard.     Thus  the  national control  of distribution 

end tha rigid  insistence on e single a tandead   (following 

the practice of  the   induetrialiaed nations)  has  greatly 

inhibited tha  development uf the small cement plant   in India. 

The precise conditions of  Indie and China  are not  found in 

other countriee,  whose experience will be very different. 

lut this brief  review has some obvious  policy implicetions 

if smsll-scale  cement piente ere to be eucceeefully established, 
These will be etated in section 6. 
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3. Limn-hn: nri  ct;nent inn   materials 

3,1 fi:ickqron nd 

Before   the  development  of today'n   cements,   line   was used  in 

many  of  the situations  where  cement   is  now  ured.     For  several 

centuries   before   the   present   one,   virtually  all   permanent 

buildings  ware  of   masonry construetion,   and  thn   masonry   units, 

whether  brick    or stone,   were  usually   laid up   in   lime  mortar. 

Plastering,   both   internally  and   externally,   was   also  done 

with   lima   plaster   (usually with   some   fibrous   binding material 

such   as  horsehair   to   hold the  plaster  together   and prevent 

the  formation of   cracks).    And  such   concrete   as   was  used,   for 

example  in  founda tions, was also made  with  lime   ''3)# 

The  quality  of  the  mortar or plaster  depended  on  both  the 

material   used  and  on   the control   of  the lime-burning  process» 

Some   limestones   gave   a   lime  which   was  hydraulic   (i.e.   when 

hardened  it would   be   resistant   to   water),   others   only  hardened 

extremely  slowly   by   the   process   of    carbonation   (absorption 

of  carbon  dioxide   from  the atmosphere).     But   the  best  limes 

produced  a  mortar   which had  admirable properties   of plasticity, 

water-retentivity,   low  shrinkage   and  resist.-jree   to water 

penetration. 

The   replacement  of   lime by cement  resulted  in  much more   quick- 

setting mortars  and  plasters,   and  the consistency of  the 

material  gave  the  builder more   confidence.     At   the same   time, 

the     messy    lime-slaking operations   which   used   to  be  needed 

to   produce   the    best    lime mortars   were  eliminated.     Conse- 

quently,   wherever   Portland cement   has  been  available  at  a 

reasonably     low pnre,    it  has   tended  at  first   to  replace   limn 
altogether. 

But  mortars made  with   Portland  enment  and  snnd   alone,   without 

lime,   tend    to be harsh     and difficult   to  work   with,   and when 

they have     reached    their   full  strsnyth,   tend   to   be much   stronger 

than    the    bricks    tho+     they   bond.       This   is  extremely  undesirable 

as     it     ran    be the    cause of   cracking      in  the mn::onry.     A  mudi 
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bettor mortar is one which is based on lime, to give the 
workability required, but has just enough cement added to 
provide adéquat« strength.and a fast enough set to allow 
the work to proceed. This is the standard mortar used in 
the industrialised countries today. The availability of 
bagged hydrated or slaked lime enables such mortaro to be 
mede on site  just as readily as cement  mortars. 

An alternative  way of achieving the strength necessary for 
lime mortars  and   plasters  is by the  addition of certain 
materials  knows   as    pozzolanas.     Pozzolanas  are materiale 
which  are  not  cementitious  in themselves,   but which  when 
mixed with lime  will cause  the mixture  to set and  harden 
in  the presence  of water  like cement.      These materials  are 
Of ancient origin,   and  were  used by  the Romans  to  make   the 

concrete  for   many  of their  most magnificent  durable  structures. 
Tho  massive 42m.   dome of  the  Pantheon  in Rome,   for  example, 
which   has  survived nearly  2000 years,   is made  from  lime- 
pozzolane concrete.    The  name pozzolana   is derived  from  the 
village of Pozzuoli in  Italy  where  the  Romans   quarried  the 
volcanic  ash  which was  their   first pozzolana.     Many  other 
materials,  both  natural  and  artificial,   hava  this   same 

pozzolanic  property,   and   pozzolanas  have  been extensively 
used by builders  from Roman times to  the present   day,  either 

in conjunction with lime,   or more recently with  Portland   cemont. 

The significance of lime  and  lime-pozzolana    mixtures  as 
Alternatives  to  Portland   cement in developing countries  is 

that  both  can  be  manufacturad by very   simple processes  suitable 
for village-scale   technology.    Lime is  made by aye-old techno- 
logically unsophisticated  processes in  most countries where 
limestones are available,   in lime kilns  of an enormous variety 
of shapes and  sizes. 

But moHt of these processes are highly  inefficient,   being   based 
on    mtsrmittent or batch       production of  lime.    Because of  the 

inefficiency of the process,    the prie« of lime is often high 
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(as  high   or   even    higher,     per  unit   weight,   as   cement),   nnd 

it   is   cheaper   and   more  reliable   to  use  cement   alone   in 

mortars   and  plasters.     A  1:6   cement  sand   mortar   is   common 

in  many   developing   countries.      Locally   produced   lime   is 

frequently  used  only   for  lime   washes.     But   with  improved 

manufacturing   techniques,   which   will  be  described   in   3.2, 

it   is   possible   to  produce  lime   to   á  consistent   and   satis- 

factory   quality,   and  at  a  price   which  will   usually   be  com- 

petitive  with   Portland  cement« 

Pozzolanas  are   also   used   in  many   places. 'he   developing 

countries.     In   volcanic   Indonesia,   the   hug,    uepasits  of 

volcanic  ash  or   tuff provide  one   source of pozzolana which 

is   used   for  mortars   and  for   block-making;   another   pozzolana 

commonly   used   in  mortars   both   in   India  and   Indonesia   is 

pulverised  fired   clay,   sometimes   made  by  grinding   up   reject 

bricks   and tiles   from  the   brick   and   tile  kilnsj   another   is 

the  ash   from  agricultural  wast ES   such   as  rice   husk.     But   a 

lack   of   scientific   understanding  of  pozzolanas,   and   a   lack 

of   quality  control   in  the manufacture  has  often  meant   that 

these   potentially  very   valuable   cheap   locally   produced 

building   materials   are rejected   in   favour  of   the  modern 

factory   produced  materials.      The   new  knowledge  which   recent 

research   has   made   available,   and   recently  developed   manu- 

facturing   techniques   make   it   possible   for  loc.il   pozzolana?. 

to   be   used much   more  widely   than   at   present,   and   in   importar. 

constructions.      This  will  be  discussed   in  3.3. 

The  use   of lime   and   pozzolana»   is   not   restricted to mortars 

and  plasters.      As  indicated above   ; A me can be used for lime- 

wash,    and    for block-making. It   also has   uses   in   ruad   con- 

struction  as   a    stabiliser    for     soils.     Pozzolanac,   as  well   as 

being  used    in    conjucUon     with   lime  in mortars   and  plasters 

and  block-making  can  also be  used  in conjunction  with  Portland 

cement,   in   order    to    reduce,    by   up   to   25$, the quantity  of 

Portland     cement needed   for     high   quality  work  such   as  rein- 

forced  concrete.     These uses  will  be  further  discus sad   below. 
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There  is  thus   consideratilo scope  for  the replacement or 
supplementation   of   Portland  cement   by   lime   and  pozzolanas 
in a  wide  variety  of  alternative  uses.     It  has  been esti- 
mated   that   in  India   455*  of    the    cement   used   in  building 

construction  is used in mortars  and  plastern,   all  of which 
could   be   replaced  by  lime and  pozzolanas  if  materials of 
euitable     quality   were  available.     The   scope  for replacing 
cement  with    lime    IB much   greater  in countries  in which 
concrete  blocks  are  a  widely  used  building  material.     The 
same  type of block  could   also  be made  using lime-pozzolana 
mixtures.     And  the   replacement   of Portland   cement   by 25% 
pozzolana,   as  is  already  done  in  India,   provides   further 
•cope  for replacement  of  cement. 

As will be  shown,   the capital cost of  providing  the oquipment 
to manufacture these alternative materials  is very  much  less 
than that needed to set  up the  equivelent cement-making 
capacity,   even using small  scale  cement  plant»,   and all  of 
it could  be built  locally or manufactured in small or medium 
sized workshops.     The  manufacturing process  could  create 
considerable  employment.     And  the  existing  source  of supplies 
of Portland   cernant   could   be reserved  for  the  essential  con- 
structions   such  as  dams,   highway bridges  and  other  reinforced 
concrete work   for  which  no alternative  material  is   available. 

Much of  the Portland cement made today  in developing  countries 
is   used    in    reinforced    concrete  construction  for  multi-storey 
or   even   single-storey   buildings. A further  way of  reducing 
the    need   for   Portland    cement  and  replacing  it  with  other   cheaper 
or more  apprcfjrie tf<  materials would be   to design  buildings   in 
euch  a way    that    reinforced   concrete      was  not   needed,   or  the 

•mount of  cement   needed     in the  roinforcod concrete  is reduced. 
There    are    a   great    many   techniques of  this  sort  available, 
which   are beyond  the scope of this paper.   *14* 
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1.2       Lime;   raw materials 

Lime is  made  from  calcium or magnesium carbonata.     These 

are  naturally  abundant  minerals.     The most   common  source 

is   in limestone  rocks  which are  formed by the deposition 

in   seas  or   lake   beds   of  the shells   of  marine organisms 

Subsequent   heat    and preesure    convert  the deposits into 

rocks,   limestones,   dolomites  or   chalks,    often in beds of 

several metres  thickness.    The  thick-bedded limestones  are 

very suitable  for  lime  production.     Thin-beddsd  limestones 

er«  also  used,   but  »re more  likely   to  contain impurities. 

In some parts of  the  world where  sea  shells    are  found in great 

abundance,   these are used for  lime  burning.     Coral is another 

very pure  form of  calcium carbonate  which  can  be  used. 

Where neither rock  limestone  nor other forms  of  high-grade 

calcium carbonate  ere found,   a form of limestone  is sometimes 

found in nodules which  have formed  in the soil  by solution 

and  subsequent  deposition of  small  quantities    of carbonates 

in  the soil.     Such  secondary limestones   are often    very  impure, 

but   the  impurities  can  make  them    hydraulic,    and    consequently 

increase their suitability for use  in building.        They are 

quite commonly burned  for lime  production,   for  instance  in 

the   northern plains  of   India where  this   material     is  known  es 

kanker.     Lime can  also be made as  a by-product    of either 

sugar or acetylene manufacture. 

There are few countries or substantial areas of  the world 

where some  form of calcium or magnesium   carbonate     suitaole 

for  lime production  is  not available.      Limestone    occurences 

of any  size are usually noted and mapped by geological surveys 

because of the mineral's importance  as a raw material in 

cement production  end  other industries.     But localised 

outcrops     or occurrences of very  little economic  significane«, 

end  too small to be marked on evailable   geological     maps,   may 

neverthel.ee       yield  sufficient  quantity   of material to supply 

a   village-scale      industry for many years.    There a-o undoubtedly 
«any such occurences still to be described. 
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3,3  Limes  production process 

Lime is produced by a two stage process.  First limestone 

is burnt (or calcined;  in a kiln, at a temperature in 

excess of 900°C, driving off carbon dioxide cas, and pro- 

ducing quicklime (calcium oxide). 

The second stage is called slaking, or hydration.  Quick- 

lime reacts rapidly with water, evolving heat, and expanding 

•o that the lumps of quicklime break down to a fine powder. 

This powder is slaked or hydrated lime  (calcium hydroxide). 

The production process thus involves quarrying and sizing 

material, calcining or burning in a kiln, and hydration (15) 

followed by bagging and distribution, or by some further 

process using lime as the raw material.  The process can be 

carried out at very different scales and levels of capital- 

intensity.  The largest-scale operations are used in indus- 

rielised countries and are described in Boynton (16) 

Medium-scale   lime production  is  described  by Bassey   *'''. 

This paper only  deals  with   the   smallest-scale operations,   of 

10  tonnes/day  or less. 

At  this   scale   quarrying operations can be  entirely  manual, 

possibly  assisted  with  explosives  if  the   limestone is  massivo, 

but frequently  it will  be soft or  fregmented  and  explosives 

will not  be  needed. 

The  type of   kiln   used    depends  greatly on  the  fuel  available. 

In many  ways   the  ideal  fuel  for  lime-burning  is   firewood, 

because   the  length   and   low  temperature of  the   flame  make   for 

much mora  even  burning of  the  stone  than  with  other  fuels.   In 

parts of  the  world where  firewood  is  cheap  and  abundant   (e.g. 

the  tropical   forest    areas)   this  may still  be  the   best   fuel, 

but  in  most   areas    firewood     is   an  increasingly  scarce   resource 

and    alternative    fuele   muet     be   found.     For  the  small  she 11- 

tairiung   kilne    of   Kerala in     South      India,   charcoal   is  still 

uaed   aa    a fuel,    but    a   manually—operated  bellows  is  needed  to 
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create  the  necessary  draught.     Charcoal   is   not  generally  a 

good   fuel.Where   they   are  available   coke  or   coal   can  be  used: 

and   they   can   be  used   in  continuous mixed-feed  kilns   leading 

to  improved   fuel   economy.     Large   kilns   are   usually   fired  by 

oil  or  gas.     These   fuels   can   also   be used   for  small  contin- 

uous   or   batch-operated   kilns,   and   very   low-grade   oil  can  be 

used.     But   the  cheaper,   more   primitive,   oil  burners   create 

a  very  hot   concentrated   flame   which makeu   even  burning 

difficult  and  a   poor  quality   lime   can  result.     George  Bessey 

has  proposed   the   use   of   a  gas   producer,   making  producer  gas 

from  oil  or   any   other   combustible   materials  such   as   sawdust 

or  agricultural   waste,   which'could  be  used   to  fire   a   small 

lime  kiln,   thus   making   a much   wider   range   of   fuels   suitable 

for   lime-burning.     But   this   proposal  has   not  yot   been 

implemented. 

Small  lime   kilns   are  of  two-types:   batch   kilns,   which are 

filled,   fired   and   then   emptied   before   the   next   firing;   and 

continuous   kilns   in which  the   firing  is   continuous,   with 

limestone   and   (for  mixed-fired   kilns)   fuel     being continuously 

fed   from   the   top   of  the   kiln   and     quicklime    removed     from  the 

bottom. 

Batch   kilns   are   by   far   the most    common types of small 

kiln  in  use   in  developing  countries    today.    They are cheaper 

to  build   and easier  to  control:   and    they  fil  well   with the 

pattern  of   intermittent  production  and    demand    which   is  commonly 

associated  with   rural   industries.     The    design    and   sÌ2C  of 

batch   kilns   varies   greatly  in    different parts   of      the world. 

Some  traditional   types   have  been     described    by   Bessey   * 

Ellis and  Spence   '   °.     VITA  have developed a new type 

of small  batch  kiln  for use  in   Honduras .     But  fuol 

efficiency  is  low by  comparison with     continuous    kilns,   and 

because of  the length  of the   cycle of    operations     (20  days  in 

tho case  of   'country  type'   lime   kilns    in    India)      average pro- 

duction  is  low  even  from a large  kiln.        However,     if  firewood 

is  the only  available  fuel,   a  batch   kiln muet be used« 
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Continuous    kilns    nan be  used where   coke,   coal or  oil  are 
available.      "he    kiln typically consists  of a cylindrical 
shaft  made of some  local material   (e.g.   stone  or  brick). 
At  its  simplest,   tha kiln  is  open   at   the  top  for the  feeding 
of raw materials,   and has one or  more  opening  at   the  base 
for  removal of  the  burnt  limestone.     If coal or   coke  are 
used as   fuel these    are  fed with the sized pieces  of stone 
at  the  top of    the   kiln:   the  stone   and   fuel  falls  gradually 
into the firing  zone of the kiln,  which  is in the middle, 
insulated by  a   zone of  unburnt  stone    above and   a layer  of 
burnt  stone below.    An efficient heat exchange  process  between 
•tone  and gases  takes place.     The  shaft may also  be insulated. 
Consequently fuel  efficiency  is much higher than  that of 
batch  kilns,   and  if the   kiln is well controlled,   greater 
evenness of burning  results.     If oil is  to be  used as  e 
fuel  one or more  oil burners are located  et an  appropriate 
position round the   shaft. 

The   ~~ir    <  Khcidju  Village  Industries  Commission has studied  the 
per u- ce of  SRVTII  continuous shaft  kilns,  and  a design  for 

.   .ue/day  coal  or  coke-fired   kiln  is  available  from  the 
Commission with   details  of  its  expected  performance  character- 
istics. (21) A  fuel  consumption of 0.15  tonne  of coke  per  to 
tonne  of  lime  is  claimed,equivalent   to  60-7Ü&  efficiency, 
very high for  a  small  kiln.     These  kilns  need to be fed and 
discharged  continuously  at  a  carefully  controlled rate,   and 
require considerable operating skill and  experience to  run them 
at  their optimum  performance.    Consequently a lower figure  is 
to be expected  initially.     Indian Standards for  the design  end 
operation of small lime  kilns are  also available. 

The  seme  type of  kiln can also be operated intermittently if 
firewood is to be used as fuel.    Naturally,  fuel  efficiency 
will be lower,   and average output will elso be  lower. 

At  the  Indonesian    Directorate of Building Research    in 
Bandung    a   new    type   of    email    oil    fired kiln has   been  developed ( 

though  its   sophisticated   burner   design        makes  it   too expensive 
for    widespread rural ase. (??) 
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The  simplest    technique    for hydration   is  known as  platform 
slaking.  The  pieces    of quicklime are  spread out  in a 
layer   not  more  than  300  mm.   deep and   water  sprinkled on 
it  just  sufficient  to  break  down the   lumps   into  powder; 
and   until  no more  water  can be  absorbed.     The  layer  is 
turned once or more  during the process.     The lime  is then 
sieved  through a  fine  screen  to remove coarse material 
which   is either  unburned  or unhydrated.     Inevitably   some 
finer  pieces  of unburned  material will  pass  the  screen, 
end   lime made  this way  is   not  the best  material   for mortars 
and  plasters  unless  it  is  subsequently ground in a mortar 
mill.     But it  is  perfectly adequate   for many of  the  uses 
of lime - block-making, soil  stabilisation,   and  agricultural 
use.     Slaking can  also be  done in a  tank or pit  in an excess 
of water to form  lime  putty.     These simple techniques have 

(23) been  described by Zvare   *"', 

The best quality dry hydrated  lime can only  be  achieved by 
using e mechanised hydration plant with  en sir separator, 
eo  that  ell  coarse material  is  removed.     Mechanised  hydration 
is described by Bessey .     Hydration plants  are commercially 
available with nominal outputs ranging  from 40 to 400 tonnes 
per day,  the smallest being  considerably larger  then the 
smallest kilns.     The Central Building  Research  Institute  in 
Roorkee  India   has developed a much smaller hydration plant, 
which  could be fabricated  in e local workshop. 

Special care  needs to be  taken in the hydration of a lime 
containing  a  substantial  proportion of magnésium oxidef   for 
these limes platform slaking cannot be used. 
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3»4       Lime  production:   capital  costs,   labour intensity   and 

production   costs. 

The  simplest   procfi&ses   of  lime  manufacture   using   batch   kilns 

built  from   local materials   and  entirely manual  quarrying, 

loading   and   unloading   and  slaking  methods   would   involve 

very   little   capital   cost,   probably   less   than £1.00   per 

annual   tonne   *      '.      In  Honduras,   labour   for making   quicklime 

including  quarrying  was   found   to   be   about   25  to   40  manhours 

par  tonne. 

Shell  lime   in  South   India made   in  small  batch  kilns,   requires 

about  15-20  manhours/tonne  including   slaking,   but   excluding 

the  collection  of  shells.     The  capital cost of  establishing 

the   small  lime   kiln   designed  by   the   Khadi'n  Village   Industries 

Commission,   including   storage  was   at   the   time  of  publication 

of   the  commissions'   descriptive  booklet   (approx   1970)   about 

Rs.   25,000   (£1,650).     If   300  days  a   year production  was   ach- 

ieved,   this  would  work   out  at  Rs  60/annual   tonne   (£4).   Labour 

for kiln operations   and   slaking  only,   is  about   35  manhours 

per  tonne. 

The   same  kiln   recently  established  in  Northern  Tanzania   as 

en  intermittent wood-fired  kiln,   cost  approx.   30,000/-   (£2,100) 

including  storage  shod.     Because of  the intermittent  operation, 

the maximim annual  production  would  be   about   200  tonnes   giving 

a  capital  cost  of  150/-   (£10)   per  annual  tonne.     Labour   rtquirt- 

ment would  be   about   30-40 manhours  per tonne. 

Capital  costs   and   lnbour  requirements   for   another   typo  of 

small  kiln have been  described  by Ellis,   *1B* 

By  comparison,   a  modern  mechanised  plant   is  capital-intensive. 

A  minimum  sized oil-fired  plant,  with  a production  capacity of 

60  tonnes/day   (20,000  tonne/yr)   exported  from  the  U.K.,   would 

cost  some  £600,000  to  £1,000,000 or  £30  to  £50  per  annual 

tonne production.     Labour requirement  would  be very  small. 
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Production   costi   depend    primarily     on  costs of  fuel,   on 
labour,   and  on   interest    and  depreciation on the  capital 
cost  of  the   kiln,     The   fuel  requirements can  be   approxi- 
mately deduced  from  the  efficiency of  the kiln.     A  method 
for making this calculation is  given  by Bessey. 
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Pozzolíinnn :   raw  rrateri als 

Poz7.olanfjs   are  materials  containing   silica  or   alumina   in   a 

state   which   is   available  for  reaction   with  lime.     Not   them- 

selves   cemcntitious,   they react  with   lime   to  form  a  material 

which  sets   and   hardens   like   a   cement.     A   wide   variety  of 

silicoun  ur   aluminous   materials  may   be   pozzolanic.     In   this 

paper   only   those   of   widespread   occurrence   or  availability 

will   bo discusst;d.     These  are   volcanic   ash,   a   natural  pozzo- 

lana}   pulverised   burnt   clay,   ash   from   agricultural   wastes,    and 

p.f.a.   (pulverised   fuel   ash   from  coal   fired power  stations) 

which   ero  classed   as   artificial   pozzolanas. 

The   first  pozzolana  used  was   volcanic   ash   from  Mt,   Vesuvius. 

Deposits  of   volcftnic   ash  or   tuffs   are  likely  to   be  found 

wherever   there   are  active  or   recently  active  volcónos,   for 

example  in   the  Mediterranean,   the  Pacific   region,   central 

Africa   and   elsewhere.      The   natural   state   of  these   tuffs 

varies   greatly.      Sume   of   them   are   fine-grained,    others   contain 

large   particles;   some   are  loose,   others   strongly  cemented   so 

that   they   would   need   to   be   ground   before   they   could   he   used. 

The   quality   of   these   tuffs   as   pozzolanas   also   varies   greatly: 

some   are  very   good   pozzolanas,   while   others  have   hardly   any 

pozzolnnic   activity   at   all.      Also,   the   quality   nf  a  material 

may   vary  widely   within   a   single   deposit   or  a  single   geologically 

consistent   stratum:   variations   in   quality   with    depth   are   common, 

with   the more   recently   deposited   upper   layers   tending   to   be 

more   active.     The   variation   has  undoubtedly  hindered   the 

commercial   exploitation   of  volcanic   pozzolanas,    but   they   are 

used   today   in   Italy,   in   Northern  Europe   (Rhenish   trass),   in 

Japan   and   in   Indonesia   and   elsewhere;   deposits   in Rwanda   and the 

United RepufclicfTanznnia  are  beginning   to  be   nxploited.   There   are  certainly 

potentially  valuóbla   deposits   elsewhere   waiting   to  be   exploited. 

Burned  clay   possolana also has a  long  history,   since   the Roman« 

used cruBhed pots and tricks in their mortarR   in Northern 

Sirope **iere volcanic pozzolana tas not   available.     The  use  of 

clav poBBOlana has survived until the present century in India 

(surkhi), ERvpt (homra) and Indonesia (cernen mera).     Although 
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sandy clays  are   commonly used  for   surkhi   (often using  reject 
bricks or  tiles   as the raw material),   the  sand   is not re- 
active,   and   the  pozzolanic   activity  resides   in  the  clay 
mineral  fraction.     Ml  the  common  clay  minerals   can  be  used 
to   make  active   pozzolanas  when burned  to   the   appropriate 
temperature   (usually   600-80ü°C)   and   finely   ground.     But   a 
wide  range  cf   activity  is  found,the precise   reasons   for 
which are   not   fully understood.   The  question  of identifying 
suitable   days   for making pozzolana  has  been  discussed  by 

Bain .     Almost certainly,   wherever  plastic  clays   are 
found   (those  suitable  for pottery  for example)   a pozzolana 
can be made.     Thus raw materials  for clay  pozzolana   are  even 
more  widespread   than  those  for  lime manufacture. 

The   use of   ashes to    improve the quality     of a mortar has  a  con- 
(25) •iderable  history '.     But   their specifically pozzolanic 

nature  appears   to be  a  recent  discovery.     Rice  husk  ash  is 
particularly  high   in silica,   and   has been   found to  be  an 

(26) excellent   pozzolana.1        . Throughout   South    and  East  Asia 
rico husk   ash   is  a waste product  of  no  commercial value,   which 
rice millers  have difficulty  in disposing  of.     In  India  it   has 
been  estimated   that  10 million tonnes of   rice  husk are produced 
sach  year,   of  which about 20$ is  ash,     The  raw material  is   thus 
vary widely  distributed,  and  rice  husk   ash   pozzolana  could  be 
a valuable  by-product  of rice milling  in  rural  areas.     The 
ash   from other   agricultural  wastes  such   as  rice  straw,   bagassa 
(from sugar  cane)  are  presumebly pozzolanic,   but no  studios 
are  available 

Pulverised  fuel  ash  (p.f.a.)   from coal-fired  power-stations 
io  another   wast« mat«rial      which has pozzolanic properties. 
Ito  activity  vorißb considerably  from one  power station to 
another,  and  at    any one power station it  can  also vary from 
day  to day.     Although  the best p.f.a.  is  unlikely to be as 
good   as    properly processaci   burnt        clay pozzolana or rice  husk 

ash,   it hau     been shown   that    displacement   of  25% Portland 
cament in ronrrate by a slightly    largar   quantity of a aalactad 
p.f.a. ran    laad to a gana ral   overall improvement in proparties.  V¿1) 
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A large  number  of    other   neturally  occurring   materials  can 

have    pozzolanir    properties. Diatomite   is   a silicoua  material 

roasiBting of    the    Bhell«    of      unicellular  plants.      If  pure  it   is 

reactive   with lime    even       without  calcining; if impure  calcination 

at about   600°*"    IB    needed.        According   to  Robertson,'28 *   diato- 

mite   occurs    in many   countries« 

Bauxite,   another    widely occurring mineral   can also be   a  pozzolana 

if calcined:   calcination  temperature  may be much  lower  than for 

Clays,   250-350°C.     There is  also a  slight  pu2zolanic  cementing 

reaction between   lime and many  of the lateritic  soils  commonly 

found  in Africa  and elsewhere  in the  tropics.^29^    This  reaction 

in enhanced  by increasing the   temperature and pressure,   and  is 

the  basis for the Latorex block-making process.*30' 
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3»o Pozzolanns;      processing   and   uses. 

The processing and use of pozzolanas depends to a great 

extent on the "type of pozzolana. In this Bention some 

examples   will  be Riven. 

3*6.1     Volcanic   pozzolana  jn   Indonesia. 

Much  of   Indonesia  is   volcanic,   and  huge   deposits  of  volcanic 

tuff  are   found.      In  some places,   for  example at  Lemband.     near 

Bandung,   this  material  is  used  for blockmaking.     The  Lembang 

trass  is   a    rouree-grained       material   (which   would   require   grind- 

ing  if  it  were   to  be  used  in  mortars).      It  is  loosely  cemented 

and  easily   quarried.      For blockmaking   it   is   mixed  with   2Q%   dry 

hydrated   lime-   produced   in  small-scale   traditional   kilns   about 

50km  distant  -  and  sufficient  water  is  added  to   facilitate 

compaction.     Moulding   and   compaction  is   traditionally   carried 

out  manually;   but   for  larger-scale  production  of  better  quality 

blocks  the  Directorate   of  Building  Research   has   introduced   a 

vibrating   compaction  machine.(31]     The   blocks   are  cured   at 

ambient  temperature  for 20  days before  being  sold.     The   blocks 

are  extensively   used  in  the  city  of  Bandung  where   they  are 

cheaper  to   use    than burnt clay  bricks.     However,   shrinkage 

cracking   in  walle  built  with  them is   common,   possibly   because 

they  are  sold  before   the full  curing  period has  elapsed. 

3,6,2     Volcanic   nnrmlana  in   East  Afrfr». 

The  Arusha-Moshi     region of Northern  Tanzania is  volcanic  and 

huge  deposits  of  yellow  fine-grained  tuff  are available.   Tests 

on  some  samples  of  this  material have  shown  it  to   be  reactive. 

Moreover,   it  is  sufficiently  loosely-cemented and  fine-grained 

in  its  natural    state   to  be  able to  be  used  both  for block- 

making  and  for   mortars    and  plasters  without  grinding.     High 

CBlcium   limestone    is    also     fo und  in  many plaCB8   .„  thß  regi{)n# 

A email   industry   has    recently      been    established   ty   the    Tanze- 

nian  Small mdustry   Development Organieation to make lime and 

lime-pozzo] en» mixture.        The  lime popolana mixture 
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(1   part   lime   to    j parte    pozzolana)   will   either   be   used  with 

Band   for    mortars      and   plasters,   or   with  coarse   aggregate  to 

make  blocks.     Compaction of   the   blocks  will  be   by  a  hand- 
(32) operated   block  press,      the  CINVA   ram. 

A project   to  utilise  the  volcanic   tuff of    Rwanda  as   pozzolana 

has  also  been star-ted.        In  this  case the  material   is  coarse- 

grained,     and needs    to  be   ground  before  it could  be  used  in 

mortars.      A  ball  mill is  to  be  used  for  this.'"***' 

3.6.3       Burnt   clay   pozzolana   in   India  and   Indonesia. 

Traditional   surkhi  in  India  is  made  by grinding   reject  bricks 

or tiles   in  a   ball  mill or  hammer  mill.     It  is   somewhat  coarse 

and  not   very  reactive,   but   sufficiently  reactive  to  enable 

masonry  mortars   to  set and   harden.     In  Jaipur,   Rajasthan,   a 

form of   surkhi   is  made  from   a  soil  which   contains   too   little 

C:   y,   and   too   much  sand  to   be   of   any  use   for brickmakiny.     The 

9 n; 1   is   c  '   and   removed  in  blocks,   forming circular  pits.     The 

oi    •    i -,      ¿e  then  replaced   in   the   pit  with   alternative 
1      firewood  and the  whole   mass  is   fired   through.     The 

.-. ultinrj   burnt   soil  is  very   friable and  needs   no  pulverising. 

Mortar  is   made   by  adding  it   to  lime  putty and  mixing with   a 

hoe.     Neither   sand nor cement  is   used.     The mortar  has  been 

used by  the  Flajasthan Housing  Board  for all masonry  work 

throughout  a  large housing  scheme.        ' 

In Kerala    plastic     clays suitable for tile  manufacture  are  found, 

and   the    Mángalo re     tile industry»   though  now   declining, has been 

flourishing  for  more than  a  century.     Because   the f4angalore 

pattern  tile   is  very liable  to  crack during drying,   a high 

proportion      (up   to 15?») of rejects  are produced.     When pulver- 

ised  in   a   hammer   mill   those   tile  rejects  give  a  surkhi which 

io being   used   in   conjunction      with  lime  for masonry  mortars, 

and in  the   warm humid   climat«      of   Kerala  sets  and  hardens 

rapidly. 
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A  similar   coarse pozzolana       is made  in the  Indonesian  island 

of  Java.     A  clayey    soil  Ì9  mixed with water,   moulded  into 

blocks   and   dried   in   the  sun.     The  blocks  are   built  into  a 

clamp,   fired with    firewood,      then  disintegrated   using  wooden 

flails.     The   coarser     particles  are then   screened  out.     The 

resulting  red powder   "cernen mera"  is  used  in  conjunction with 

lime,   sand,  and sometimes  cement  in masonry  mortars. 

3.6,4    Improved  burnt  clay  pozzolana  in  India. 

During  the 1960's  the  Central Road Research   Institute in Delhi 
( 35) carried  out extensive   investigations on burnt   clay  pozzolana        , 

They   located suitable   clay  deposits throughout   India,   established 

procedures  for firing   and  grinding  to  obtain  maximum  reactivity, 

and   set  up pilot  small-seal o manufacturing  plants using  down- 

draught  and  rotary  kilns.     These plants  were   able  to produce 

a  pozzolana of very   much   higher quality and   uniformity than 

the  traditional surkhi,   which could be used  either  in lime- 

pozzolane mixtures  for mortars  and plasters   ox   for  the  production 

of Portland-pozzolana  cement by intergrinding   cement with   tho 

burnt clay. 

To improve the fuel  efficiency of burnt   clay  pozzolana pro- 

duction,   the Sri-Ram   Institute,  in conjunction with with Natione.l 

Buildings  Organisation,   has  developed  a  fluidised  bed calciner 

with  o  capacity of  20   tonnes/day. (36) 

The  Khadi and Village   Industries Commission of  Bombay has 

developed  an alternative  lime-pozzolana material,   known as   Lympo. 

Tha  pozzolana ir. obtained  frum underfired  bricks  from rural 

brick  clamps.    These  are precrushed and  then   interground with 

lime  using a hammer  mill;     a small proportion   of  mineral 

gypuum  is  also  added   to  control the setting   and   initial rate 

of hordening.     Details  of  the process are  given  in the Comm- 

ission's  publications.*37'     India has developed  standards both 

for  burnt clay   pos so lana    and     lime  pozzolana  mixture.   130,39)# 

Thren  grades of lime-pozzolana mixture   are epecified for different 
uses. 

.-*- 
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3*6*5      Rice husk   aoh 

ASHMOH  is   a  rie«  husk   cement developed  at  the  Indian   Institute 

of    Technology,    Kempur. Rice husk   ash   from  rice  mills   and 

hydrated Urne    are    ground    together in   a   small   ball   mill.   ASHMOH 

le    a fine    powder    of   light   to   grey  colour   with  a  bulk  density 

ebout half   that    of   Portland cement.     It  is  recommended   for  use 

in mortars,   plasters,       sand-cement  blocks,   well  rings  and   canal 

linings, A  email  pilot  plant  has  recently been  set   up  at 

Aeu in the  Bande  district of U.P.   *41 * 

An alternative way  of  using  rice husk   to make a pozzolana 

has  been developed  at  the NAVE Technical   Institute,   Shehjah- 

hanpur. Equal  quantities of clay  and  rice  husk  are  mixed 

with water and shaped into cakes. These are then dried in the 

•un and fired in an open clamp. No fuel is needed except for 

the initiation of the fire. The fired product is ground to a 

fine powder in a ball mill end then passed through a 200 mesh 

(7¡y*) sieve. If the clay content of the soil IB greater than 

20% it  is  claimed  that  a highly reactive  pozzolana  is  prnduceri. 

Another process  for making e cement from rice husk esh  is  the 

Sehifferle     process  developed at the University of California 

(Berkeley). This will  be discussed below  (section 4.3). 

•& 
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3.7     Economica of pozzolana and  lime-oozzolana  production. 

Little  economie   information based  on  commercial operating 

experience     is  available.     Economics  of  production  are  also 

dependent on  time,   place,   availability  of  raw material,   fuels 

end  other  inputs.     The  economic  data  given  below gives  only 

an- indication of  likely   performance.     The   Khadi  and  Village 

Industries Commission,   '^''  give  capital  coats for  the  pro- 

duction of Lytnpo  at   3  different scales  of  production,   Table  5, 

Schema B 

Capacity tonnes/day 

Employment to tei no. 10 

10 

Investment* Re 
£ 

20,000 
1,300 

45,000 
3,000 

60,000 
5,200 

Working capital Re 
C 

10,000 
720 

15,000 
9B0 

30,000 
1,960 

Power required H.P. 
Kw 

5 
3.8 

10 
7.É 

15 
11.2 

15 

Table  5.     KVIC   'Lympo'   lime-pozzolana.     Expected economics 
et  3 different   scales  of  production. 

*  Investment includes  for kiln and all machinery!  excluding 
land  and buildings. 

Assuming 200 days   (8  hrs,   per mandey)   operation por year  working 

at  full  capcity,   the  largest of  these  schemes has capital  cost 

(excluding working  capital)  of Rs.   40   (£2.60)  per annual  tonne 

production.     Labour   is   approximately   12  mandays per  tonne.   Cost 

of    production    is  not  given but  according  to  KVIC  publications, 

the  material  is  40% cheaper than  cement   in construction,   allowing 

for  the fact  that  an  increased  quantity  of  Lympo has  to  be  used. 

In Tanzania a unit    producing     60 tonnes  of lime-pozzolana mixture 

par month using   natural   volcanic       ash  would have a capital  cost 
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of  35,000/-  (£2,400)   and would employ approximately   10 people. 

Thus    the   capital      coat   is  approximately  50/-,(£3,50)   per  annual 

tonne  production,   and  labour is about 25 manhoure  per  tonne 

(for  kiln operation and mixing only). 

The coat of the ASHM0H plant at  Aau  is said to be £1,500.     This 

does not include the  lime kiln«     For an annual production of 

250 tonnes this works out at £6 per annual tonne. 
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3*8       Comparative economics      of   lime-pozzolana   production  and 

Fortland  cement   production. 

Duert    comparison   between    Portland  cement  and  lime-pozzolana 

cannot  be made because   the   two  materials  are not  of  compar- 

able   properties.     In   India   the  standard  cement:   sand  mortar 

is   1í6  by  volume.     This   can  be replaced  by a  1:2:9  lime: 

pozzolana:   sand  mortar   if  the lime-pozzolana mixture  has  a 

28-day  strength  of 20   kg/cm2   as above.     In this   case  approxi- 

mately  1.7  tonnes of  lime-pozzolana mixture replace  1.0 tonnes 

of  Portland cement.     Comparative  economics of   the two  materials 

for  use  in mortars can   be  worked out on this basis. 

This  was done for the   KVIC  Lympo  technology by  a  Kerala 

Government working party   in  1974.     The  total  investment in one 

small   10  tonne/day plant   would  be Rs 290,000  (£19,000)   in- 

cluding  Rs  138,000  (£9,000)   working capital.     Annual  production 

would   be  3,000  tonnes   and   a  selling price  of Rs   250   (£16.30) 

per  tonne.     This  would   replace 0.6  tonnes of cement   at  approxi- 

mately  Rs  450  (£29.50)   per   tonne and there would   therefore  be 

some   saving  in cost  to   the  consumer.     In  addition,   each plant 

would  provide direct  employment  for 15 people  and   indirect 

local   employment  for  a   further  40   (in shell collection,   charcoal 

burning  etc.)  and release   1,800 tonnes of  cement   annually  for 

alternative uses.     The  capital cost  of Rs.   100   (£6.50)   per 

annual   tonne can  DB compared  with Rs.   350 (£23)   (at  that time) 

for an  annual production  of  0.6 tonnes of Portland  cement. 

In  the  Tanzanian project  described above  it is   estimated that 

the   selling price of bagged  pozzolime will be approximately 

140/-   (£9.70) per  tonne.     At  a  1.7:1  replacement   rate,   this 

could  replace 0.6  tonnes of Portland cement at  approximately 

400/-   (£28)  per tonne at a  considerable saving  to  the  consumer. 

Regular  employment will  be provided for at least  12 people, 

and  500 tonnet   of   cement   will     either be released  for alter- 

native  uses, or will not  need to be imported and   transported 
4S0 km from the coast. 

^Ai 
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4» Other  cementing  materials 

4•1 Hydraulic   lime   and   natural   cement. 

A  limestone  containing  a  proportion  of  clay will,   if  calcined, 

at  the  appropriate  temperature,   produce   a  lime  which  will   set 

and  harden without  addition  of  any  pozzolana.      Such   a  lime   is 

called  hydraulic   lime.      The  Vicat       classification  distinguishes 

feebly   hydraulic   limea    (-12%  active  clay),   moderately  hydraulic 

(12-18%  active  clay)   and  eminently  hydraulic   (16-25$  active 

clay)   limes.' 

Many of  the limes produced  before  the advent of Portland  cement 

were hydraulic,   their   rate  of  strength  development making  them 

superior  to  high  calcium limes  for mortars  in  large   buildings 

or  underwater    structures.     The  processes   for  calcining  and 

slaking  a  hydraulic   lime  are  different   from  those  for a  high 

calcium  lime.     Slaking  can   be  expected   to  take   much   longer,   and 

firing  temperatures   to  be   somewhat   higher.     Mo   detailed  account 

of  the  process   of manufacture  of  hydraulic limes  appears  to 

exist.     Hydraulic  lime   has   not  been  produced   in  the   U.K.   since 

1948.     Nevertheless   excellent   low  cost   mortar  and plaster 

meterial   can  be    produced    by   simple   technology   from   the  right 

material,   and    hydraulic    limes     should  not   be  overlooked. 

In  the   construction     of the  Lloyd  Barrage   st Sukkur,     India,   the 

ongineers    produced   an   artificial   hydraulic lime.     The  process 

has  been    described    in   the   1948  PWD   (Bombay)  Handbook   (43). 

High calcium   was    calcined      ana   slaked  in   the normal  way,   than 

ground  wet  for  20 minutes  with  25* of its  volume   clay.     The 

resulting slurry    was     then  dried,   cut  into iu-r.ps   and   fired  a 

second  time  ir»  an intermittent kiln.     The  hydraulic   lime on 

removal   from  the kilns      consisted of lumps  and  powder;   in about 

7  days  it   had    slaked    to powder.     The double  calcining  involved 

in this   process    is likely      to  make   it uneconomic   today  except   in 

very special circumstances. 

_a_ 
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Natural or Roman cement is a material made by calcining 

certain very impure carbonate rocks*  It was the forerunner 

of Portland cement, widely used between 1776 and 1825 in the 

U.K.  The best know raw material used was septaria,  "cement- 

stones" which were found washed out of the London clay at 

coastal outcrops.  Their composition was approximately 60-70% 

carbonate, 30-40% clay.  Calcining at a temperature just 

below that required to cause fusion (approx. 1100-1200°C) 

and subsequent grinding produced a powdery material of cement- 

itious properties. A recent laboratory study   ' has indi- 

cated that the strength achieved after 28 days would be no 

nor« than around one third to one half that of Portland cernant. 

Natural cements are not made commercially today, but the 

process could be usad in areas of cement scarcity where raw 

materials ware suitable. 
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4,2      6vesum 

Some of the earliest  plasters used in ancient  Egypt were 
mede  from gypsum,    Gypsum,   calcium sulphate,   is an  abundant 
mineral.   It occur3    naturally  as  rock gypsum  often   found   in 
beds  of  substantial  thickness.     Calcination  at  about  165°C 
drives off about 15% of the water,  leaving  a  white powder, 
hami-hydrate or Plaster of  Paris.     If water   is added to  Plater 
of Paris   it hydrates  back   to the original mineral,   setting 
Hard   in a very  short time. 

This quick-setting property of Plaster of Peris makes it 
very useful for a vsriety of building purposes,  but  it  is 
soluble  in water, which makes it  unsuitable for externel use 
except   in  arid    climetes.     For this reason its use  in most 
industrialised countries  todey is  limited to   internal plasters 
end plasterboard, though in some countries it  is used for 
blockmaking. 

se of  t':a  low tempereture required  in   calcination,      the 
"   g   techniques  for producing hemi-hydrata    are very 

¿imple.     Calcination  takes   place   in some form    of pan,   kettle 
or kiln.     Also,   the process  has an energy requirement less 
then one  fifth  that  for producing  Portland   cement.       Details 
of manufacturing techniques  ere eveileblo   from  UNIDO  t45^. 

A survey of the globel resources of gypsum end  enhydrite  end 
its usee  hes been published by the Institute of Geological 
Sciencoe.   i46* 
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4.3 Other cements  nr.d  cement-making  processes   in development. 

In  the Schifferle  process, a cement  is made by  the   inter- 
grinding  of  lime  with  siliceous   materials   to a considerably 
greater  fineness  than  that achieved  in  Portland cement  pro- 
duction   (over 9,000  cmZ/gm as   against   2,500  cmVgm),     A 
variety of  materials  may be  suitable,   among  them  volcanic 
ash,   rice  husk   ash,   kaolinitic   and montmorillonitic  clay. 
Strengths   at  28-days comparable  with  that   achieved  by  Portland 
cement  are  claimed. 

One  edventage  of the  process,   is  that  no  heat is  used  other 
than that   used   in manufacture  of the lime.     On the  other   hand 
considerable   grinding  energy  is   needed.     The process  is   said 
to be suitable  for  use  at a very  small  scale. 

Magnesium  oxychloride or   'sorel'  cement  is made from magnesium 
carbonate.      It  is  a  hard-wearing  cement which was  once  used  for 
floors  in  hospitals  and  other  public buildings.     However,   there 
is   only  one  known occurrence  of  magnesium  carbonate,   at   Salem, 
Tamil Nadu       in  India.     Recently work et  the CBRI,   India  has 
shown  that   magnesium oxide can   be produced  from half-burnt 
dolomite,   and  this  could  be  used  for making    r.orel cement.   Tha 
present  state of development of  this process is not  known. 

In the recently developed Tetro sem process, (49) the row 
materials  are reacted together   in falling  through  a plasma 
generated  by a rotating electrical arc.     The process offers 
oportunities  for small  scale  plants in which « wide range of 
different  raw materials could   be processed.    At the present 
time the process in under development and precise  costs and 
operating  economies are not known. 

_^ 
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5#        U0n ^chniRBl   Problems  in  implementing  appropriât,  t« chnoin^.« 

In section    2.7 „orna    of the  factors inhibiting the development 
of small-scale cement    plants     in   India have been discussed. 

Prom this experience,   the following general conclusions  may 
be drawn: 

1. Even when  technical     problems have been overcome, 

the  establishment of an alternative technology will 
be difficult  if certain  types of support continue 
to be given to  manufacturers of the conventional 
technology. 

2. In perticular,   a  national  controlled price which 
does  not allow  the industry sufficient  margin  to 
finance its own expansion makes it difficult for 
elternative technologies  (which must find their 
own capital)  to  compete. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

National control of distribution and a freight 
•qual nation   char«*       also  reduce the  economic 

advantage of setting up small-scale plants neer 
their markets,   at a distance from the large-scele 
plants. 

A eingle   national    stendard which prevents an 

adequate   but   slightly    below standard material  fro» 
being .old   and   used mekes  the establishment of any 
different    technology   a very high risk. 

The   larga-scale     manufacturers will want  to retain 
their monopoly    on production and will do what they 

can to   resist   the proliferation of smell-ecale 
unite. 

None of    the-   factors, it   will be noticed. .ppn.s only to 

cament,   but    to any   oth.r   widely produced   and asaanUal commodity, 
•uch as    fertiUssr, steal   or      sugar. 
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Other   problems art   encountered  when it is  proposed  to  replace 

a product   now   produced    in large-scale modern   industry with 

e village-produced     alternative,   of rather  different  properties, 

fur  example if cement   is replaced   by lime-pozzolana  mixture. 

Unfamiliarity of   the  product  will   initially  make users 

suspicious  of it,   and unwilling   to  make the   risk  of using  it 

in preference to   the   well-known  and  reliable   existing  product. 

The  fact   that it   is   made in the  village with   less   quality 

control   than can  be  expected  in  a   factory,   rod  not   subject to 

any recognised standard  or specification,  will  increase  the 

lack  of confidence.     The techniques  for        ng  it  will be 

different  from those  for using  cement,  and   any   incorrect  use 

leading  to  failure  will have  a damaging effect  on  the repu- 

tation of  the material,   enhancing   the lack of  confidence. 

There  will also be  considerable  production difficulties,   et 

least  in  the early   stages.    Each new raw material  presents 

its own production  problems which  must first  be  solved.     Sub- 

sequently  an adequate quality will  depend on  accurate, 

responsible and methodical work  by people who  are likely to be 

unfamiliar    with   the   industrial method of production.  Any sub- 

standard   material  which  finds  its  way on to   the  market   par- 

ticularly   in the  early   stages  of  production  when   users   are 

unfamiliar   with   the  product,   will   increase   the   potential 

users   lack  of confidence in the   material.     Thus   in  the   initial 

stages,   demand  is   likely  to be   low.     But production economics 

will  suffer if labeur   productivity   is low,   and   if  the expected 

output   from the  capital  investment   is not  achieved,   and   it 

will  initiolly be  difficult to  achieve the   expected economic 
performance, 

Purther difficulties in the establishment  of  email  rural 

industries     applicable      both  to  small-scale cement  production 
end other   «tnwntmg materials   ares 

1.    The   difficulty   of   getting     sufficiently well-qualified 

people,    who   ran    understand    and    control   the   technology 

used,   to  work xn the    rural      areas,  particularly when 

there   ere opportunities   for       employment   in   the  cition. 
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Lack of    detailed   surveys   of  raw materials. 

National     geological    surveys   have  tended   to 

concentrate   their activities  on locating   raw 

materials   for  large-scale   industry,   and   to 

have  ignored,   or failed   to  observe,   the   smaller 

deposits  which  would  be  suitable  for  establish- 

ment of small   industries.     Thus  a  special  local- 

ised survey  must  be conducted  for   the  estab- 

lishment  of   each  new small  production  unit,   and 

this can  be   expensive and   time consuming.   In 

the absence  of  such  survey data,  planning  at  a 

district  or   regional level  for  the establishment 

of new industries is impossible. 

3,       Because of   all  the risks   and   difficulties  mentioned 

•bove,  it   is  difficult  to  find the capital  for  the 

establishment   of new smell  industries.     Though   the 

cepitBl cost   per unit of production  is much  lower 

the risk  of   failure,  or of  a  much  lower  return 

on capital   than expected,   is   greater  then   with an 

already well-known technology making  a product  for 

which there   is  an established  demand. 

4.       The production costs of  alternetive materials  do 

not accurately  reflect  their  economic  advantages. 

Capital in  developing  countries  is  often  cheaper 

than its  economic cost,   and  labour  is often more 

expansive.      The  fact  than   an  alternative   techno- 

logy saves   capital and  uses  more  labour,   though 

of benefit   to  the overall  economy,   is   not   reflected 

in the coet   of production,   ond  consequently 

alternative    technologie»        ore  competing  with   con-    ' 

ventional    technologies        on  unequal  terms.      The 

structure    of    market    economies   is strongly   distorted 

in    favour   of conventional       capital-intensive, 

iebour-eavin« technologies. A study by  Kennen  and 

Spence  (50'   of   alternative      technologies   for 

producing   mortar   materials      in  Kerala,   South   India, 
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Shows  that  although   the   technically comparable 
limo-poazolana     mortar     is  greatly   to  be  pre- 
ferred on  economic  grounds,   the conventional 
sand-cement  mortar will   in fact  always be 
chosen because  of  the high  price of  labour,   and 
the  underpricing  of cement. 

To  counteract  these  market distortions,   as    well as    to   over- 

come the  other  obstacles  to   the establishment   of  small-scale 
production of cementitious materials,  strong  policy instru- 
ments,   backed where  necessary  by legislation,   are  needed. 
These will bs outlined  below. 

The  following policy measures  are needed  to  support the 
establishment of  small-scale  cement  plants. 

1 •       Capitol for  those  intending to establish  plants should 
be made available  on  at   least  as  generous   t^rm«.  »n  that 
provided  for  laroer-scale  manufacturer*». 

2. In order to  create incentive for the establishment 
of  small plants   distant   from existing   factories, 
jhere should  be   no  freight  equalisation   charge or 
Other  distortion  of the  real  transportation   m« + 
o_f cement  throughout  the  country. 

3. To assist  in the  introduction of small  scale 

technology  and   its  gradual improvement,   a   range 
flf standard»   for  cement   should  he  instituted,   as 
ÂH E"i""»_E_ather   then   the  one  single  standard  prq- 

dME£íLbjLthe_J_50,   and used almont  everywhere  else. 
The  standard   «hould permit different grades of 
coment  to   fa«   used   for different purposes.     A  notional 
system of   quality    control to ensure that  all cement 
produced   was correctly       classified would  also   be 
needed.    Further   studies      0f how Chinese  systems 
work in practice    would     U   valuable background for 
such a policy. 
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4.       Since  the    interest    of     large-scale  cement 

manufacturers    conflict  with the national 

interest over    this   issue,   the   development 

of  small-scale  Portland   csment   plants   should 

be   th8   responsibility of   an   institution  en- 

tirely   independent    of      the   larne-scale  cement 

manufacturers.     Such  an  institution  should 

have many  of  the  characteristics of   the  U.P. 

Planning  Research   and  Action   Institute,   des- 
[C|] 

cribad  by  Garg   ,J   '.     It  will   be responsible 

for   the  technical   work   leading   to the  design 

of satisfactory  plant»,   and  also  for   the 

promotional  work   needed  to  establish   these 

plants  as  commercially   successful alternatives 

to  the  existing  technology.     Its responsibilities 

will   therefore  include! 

Supply of drawings and designs,  and 
financial data. 

Technical   guidance and supervision 
during  installation of new plants. 

Running  training  programmes   for 
•killed workers. 

Preparation of  simplified  technical 

Standardisation  of manufacture of  plant   and 
machinery and  supervision  of manufacture of   plant, 

Organisation of technical seminars and meetings. 

Such an   institution    will be referred to  ae   a "Small 

IraJuatry Development Organisation"   (SID0Ì.     Such 

organieations already exist  in many  countries. 
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The  development  and  promotion of lime-pozzolana     or  other 

alternative village-scale   technologies   for producing 

cementing   materials  should also be  the   responsibility   of 

the SIDO. 

The  responsibilities     of   the SIDO  will be the   same  as in 

the  case of   small-scale       cement plants,   but  because of  the 

unfami 1 larity   of     the     new product,    there   will   ba  additional 

responsibilities concerned with promoting it to potentiel 

users»     These will  include« 

1*       Preparation of descriptive leaflets showing 

correct user of   the   material end warning 

•gainst incorrect  usee, 

2, Running training     coursée for potential  users. 

3, Showing the proper  use of the material through 

demonstration buildings. 

4, Preparing   national     quality control standards   (and 

eeteblishing test    fecilities to check  that these 

• tenderds are met). 

The lack of    information    on rsw matériels resources  for 

smell-scale   industry   should be rectified by conducting  e 

naw survey   of   potential     raw-materials   resources,   initially 

from existing   geological maps  and records i and   subsequently 

by field   surveys   in promising sreaa.     The   work   of  the Tenzanian 

National Building   Research       Unit is a  good example of how this 
work cen be  started.   (52) 

Heons must be found to rectify the shortage of technically 

Qualified or trained people, to woik in industries in rural 

frjas.   No   specific recommendation on how to achiave this 

can be  given, but   the     example of soma   countries    (e.g.   Zambie, and the 
United Republic of Tansania)   in requiring      two year« of     directed compulsory 

government   service    after     graduation   from University or 

Technical   College is worth considering. 
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In order to   overcome   the    prejudice on the  pert of technically 
qualified   builders   and   engineers against   village-produced 
cementing  materials,   the properties and  use  of these 
materials  should  be  taught   as   an  essential   part  of  all 
coursas  in building  and  civil  engineering.     To  facilitate 
this,   BUI tabi e     course material  needs  to  be  prepared.     The 
economic benefit to  the  national economy of using these 
materials in place of converti o nal  factory-produced ones 
•hould be clearly pointed out. 
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